J100B Dictionary Work

Most of the kogo jiten 古語辞典 are in the PL675 section of the Langson East Asian Collection Reference Section, located right in front of the elevator. They cannot be checked out. Please, if you use them, make sure they go back to where you found them so that the next student can use them!

Only Iwanami lists verbs in RY, adjectives in SS.

All kogo jiten use あいうえお order: あ,か,さ,た,な,は,ま,や,ら,わ,ん

Here are the call numbers of three:

Iwanami kogo jiten 岩波古語辞典
East Asian Reference PL675 .I93 1975

Kadokawa kogo jiten 角川古語辞典
East Asian Reference PL675 .K33 1973

Kodansha kogo jiten 講談社古語辞典
East Asian Reference PL675 .K57 1997

I have also left two dictionaries at the front desk of the East Asian Dept. office. You can’t check them out there either, but you can work with them in the conference room, the table in the department office, or if the department library is open, you can work with them there.